Moderately concentrated electrolyte improves solid–electrolyte interphase and sodium storage performance of hard carbon
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A B S T R A C T

Hard carbon (HC) is a promising anode for sodium-ion batteries. The current hurdles for the HC electrodes are insufficient coulombic efficiency (CE), rate capability, and cyclic stability. This study reveals that an intelligent electrolyte design can effectively overcome these limitations. The sodium salt, concentration, and solvent of the electrolytes are systematically investigated. Incorporation of ethylene carbonate (EC) in propylene carbonate (PC) electrolyte can promote the formation of contact ion pairs and ion aggregates between Na⁺ and FSI⁻. At a moderate concentration, the 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI in PC:EC electrolyte with reasonable conductivity and viscosity can lead to the formation of a robust organic–inorganic balanced solid–electrolyte interphase, which is thoroughly examined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. With this, the first-cycle and steady-state CE of the HC electrode is increased to 85% and > 99.9%, respectively, and the reversible sodiation/desodiation capacities at high rates are markedly improved. In addition, 95% of the initial capacity can be retained after 500 charge–discharge cycles. The proposed electrolyte represents a huge step towards HC electrodes with high effectiveness and durability for electrochemical Na⁺ storage.

1. Introduction

Large-scale energy storage has attracted enormous attention, because it is currently a bottleneck with regard to enabling the use of intermittent renewable energy, such as solar and wind power [1]. The Li-ion batteries (LIBs), which are widely used for consumer electronic devices and electric vehicles, may not be a good candidate for this application, due to the uneven distribution of Li in the earth’s crust [2]. Li is also an important ingredient for glass, ceramic, and the pharmaceutical industries, which are expected to grow at a rapid pace [3,4]. Even worse, political issues can affect the stability of the Li supply. In this context, one of the most appealing alternatives or complements is to use highly abundant Na [5–7]. Recently, several promising Na-ion battery (NIB) cathodes, including layered oxides, polyatomic compounds, Prussian blue analogues, and organic compounds have been reported [8–13], with the performance being close to that of LIB cathodes [5]. Finding a good anode is more challenging, since the commonly used LIB graphite anode has poor Na⁺ storage capability, due to the large diameter of Na⁺ (1.02 Å vs. 0.76 Å for Li⁺) and the lack of stable graphite intercalation compounds for Na⁺ [14,15]. While Ti-based compounds usually have low capacities, alloying and conversion electrodes typically suffer from unsatisfactory reversibility and cyclic stability, and thus carbonaceous anodes seem to be the materials that have so far proved practically viable [16–18]. Hard carbon (HC) is probably the most favorable of these from an application viewpoint, because the low cost and easy accessibility are in line with the NIB philosophy (in which cost-effectiveness and large-scale energy storage are major concerns). More research into HC is urgently required, as further performance improvement for the HC anode will be an enabling step for the practical implementation of NIBs.

Currently HC anodes encounter three obstacles in NIBs. First is the low first-cycle coulombic efficiency (CE), which causes a large penalty in the cell energy density [7,17]. In a full cell, the cyclable Na⁺ is provided by the positive electrode. The high coulombic inefficiency
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NaClO₄ is better than NaPF₆ in dimethyl carbonate (DMC): ethylene charge is as crucial with regard to HC electrodes overcoming these limitations [21,22]. Many research efforts have been devoted to mastering the HC microstructure–property relations [17]. Nevertheless, the electrolyte that is adopted, and thus the solid–electrolyte interphase (SEI) created, is as crucial with regard to HC electrodes overcoming these limitations.

The electrolyte plays a crucial role in determining the battery charge–discharge CE, internal impedance (including the ion transport and SEI resistances), cycle life, thermal stability, and safety properties of such devices [23,24]. For the Na salts, Alcántara et al. showed that NaClO₄ is better than NaPF₆ in dimethyl carbonate (DMC): ethylene carbonate (EC) electrolyte for a carbon electrode, in terms of reversible capacities [25]. Ponroux et al. reported a similar trend (NaClO₄ > NaPF₆) in propylene carbonate (PC):EC electrolyte [23]. However, different results were found according to Komaba et al., who indicated that NaPF₆ and NaN(SO₂F)₂ enabled a greater HC capacity and better cycle performance than NaClO₄ did in PC electrolyte [26,27]. On the other hand, effects of solvents were studied using tetrahydrofuran (THF), THF:EC, DMC:EC, and dimethyl ether containing NaClO₄ [28], with the first solvent being optimal. Later, PC, PC:EC, and diethyl carbonate (DEC):EC electrolytes (with NaClO₄) were found to be suitable electrolytes to ensure high CE and high stability for HC electrodes [23,26]. Besides, super-concentrated electrolytes have lately received considerable attention for use in LIBs and NIBs [29–32]. With this new approach, expansion of the electrolyte electrochemical stability window and suppression of both the AI current collector and active material dissolution have been reported [33]. At high concentration, the salt anions are predominantly reduced to form an anion-derived SEI, in contrast to the solvent-derived SEI found for the conventional dilute electrolyte, at the electrode surface [29,32,34]. The former kind of SEI has been proven to possess enhanced passivation ability [32,35]. But the ultra-high concentration (e.g., up to 10 M) also creates some problems. For instance, the increased cost due to the large quantity of salt is particularly undesirable for NIBs, where cost considerations are key. Moreover, the resulting high viscosity impairs the electrolyte penetration and ion transport, especially for thick electrodes. The wettability of this super-concentrated electrolyte towards separators is also an issue. Developing an intelligent electrolyte formulation with an optimal salt concentration that can maximize the NIB performance is the target of this work.

In the first part of the present study, NaClO₄, NaPF₆, and NaN(SO₂F)₂ (sodium bis(fluorosulfonylimide); NaFSI) salts in various carbonate solvents are investigated for the HC electrodes, because alkyl carbonate is the most mature solvent to date, and has the most balanced overall performance for LIBs and NIBs [3,36,37]. Since the NaFSI in PC-based electrolyte is particularly promising, in the second part of this work we systematically study the 1–3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI in PC and PC:EC electrolytes. The EC effects on the concentration-dependent charge–discharge performance are emphasized. With a moderate NaFSI concentration and EC incorporation, a unique and robust SEI can be formed. The resulting excellent first-cycle CE, rate capability, and cyclic stability of the HC electrode are confirmed.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials and cell assembly

The HC was obtained from Kureha Co. (Carbotron P) and used as received. The electrolytes were prepared by dissolving different salts (NaClO₄, NaPF₆, or NaFSI, 99.7%) as per the required concentrations in various solvents (DEC:EC (1:1 by volume), PC, or PC:EC (1:1 by volume)) at 25 °C. All the salts were dried in a vacuum at 100 °C for 24 h, and the solvents were dried over fresh molecular sieves for two days, resulting in the water contents of all electrolytes being below 10 ppm, as measured using a Karl-Fischer titrator. To prepare the HC electrode, a slurry made up of 70 wt% active material, 20 wt% carbon black (Cabot Corporation), and 10 wt% poly(vinylidene fluoride) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone solution was pasted onto Cu foil. This electrode was vacuum-dried at 100 °C for 3 h, roll-pressed, and then punched to match the required dimensions of a CR2032 coin cell. The HC loading amount was 1–1.2 mg cm⁻². Thick Na foil and a glassy fiber membrane were used as the counter electrode and separator, respectively. The assembly of the coin cells was performed in an argon-filled glove box (Innovation Technology Co., Ltd.), where both the moisture and oxygen contents were maintained below 0.5 ppm. We found that the carbon black also participated in the sodiation/desodiation reaction. Accordingly, the reported specific capacities in this work are based on the total weight of HC and carbon black.

2.2. Material and electrochemical characterizations

The ionic conductivity and viscosity of the electrolytes were measured using a TetraCon 325 conductivity meter and a Brookfield DV–1 viscometer, respectively, at 25 °C. The crystallinity and morphology of the HC were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 ADVANCE) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Inspect F50), respectively. A Raman spectrometer (UniRam Micro Raman; λ = 532 nm) was used to study the coordination states of various electrolytes. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted in a frequency range of 100 kHz–10 mHz and an AC amplitude of 10 mV. The charge–discharge properties (such as capacity, rate capability, and cyclic stability) of various cells were evaluated using a battery tester (Arbin, BT–2043) at 25 °C. For each condition, at least five cells were measured. The performance deviation was typically within 5%, and the reported data are the median values. Some selected HC electrodes, after being cycled at a rate of 0.03 A g⁻¹ for five times, were disassembled from the coin cells and washed with PC solvent in the glove box. These electrodes were then transferred to the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, VG Sigma Probe) analytic chamber using an air-tight vessel, which prevented the samples from being exposed to air. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL 2100F) was also used to observe the HC powder scraped off from the cycled electrodes.

3. Results and discussion

The morphology of the HC used is shown in Fig. 1(a). It has an irregular shape, with the particle size mainly ranging from 5 to 10 µm. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area was measured to be ~ 6 m² g⁻¹. The XRD pattern in Fig. 1(b) reveals the low crystallinity of the HC, which reflects the lack of a long-range order of carbon atoms. According to the diffraction angle, the average d-spacing between the carbon layers is ~ 0.385 nm. These material characteristics are consistent with those of the typical HC for battery applications.

First, various electrolyte formulations were examined with the concentration fixed at 1 mol dm⁻³ solvent. NaClO₄ in DEC:EC, probably the most commonly used electrolyte in the NIB literature, was used. NaPF₆ in PC:EC, which has been considered a promising electrolyte for HC electrodes was also adopted [23]. Moreover, the
NaFSI salt, characterized by great chemical and thermal stabilities and low cation-anion binding energy [36,38], was dissolved in DEC:EC, PC, and PC:EC solvents as another three electrolytes. Fig. 2(a) shows the initial five charge–discharge curves of the HC electrode recorded in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaClO$_4$/DEC:EC electrolyte (the data measured in the other electrolytes are shown in Fig. S1). In the first charge (sodiation), an irreversible reduction reaction occurred below 1 V, which was associated with electrolyte decomposition and SEI formation [39], resulting in CE loss. Fig. 2(b) compares the CE values in various electrolytes. The NaClO$_4$/DEC:EC electrolyte showed a distinctly lower CE, being ~ 57% at the first cycle and ~ 96% at the fifth, indicating insufficient passivation of the electrode. Moreover, NaClO$_4$ poses explosion hazards [23,36]; this electrolyte is thus considered inadequate for HC electrodes. It was found that the initial CE values for NaFSI/DEC:EC (61%), NaFSI/PC (62%), and NaFSI/PC:EC (64%) are higher than that (59%) for NaPF$_6$/PC:EC. The NaFSI salt together with PC:EC solvent is more effective, at the basis of frontier orbital calculation, which indicates that the LUMO is determined in Table S1. The electrolyte compositions do play a role in determining the electrode charge–discharge performance.

Based on the results above, we further investigated the concentration effects of NaFSI in both PC and PC:EC electrolytes. Fig. 3 shows the conductivity and viscosity of the electrolytes. The plain PC and PC:EC solvents showed the viscosity values of 2.4 and 2.0 cP, respectively. It was found that the EC incorporation improved the ionic conductivity and decreased electrolyte viscosity, regardless of the salt concentration. In PC:EC solvent, the conductivity decreased from 8.8 mS cm$^{-1}$ (for 1 mol dm$^{-3}$) to 6.3 mS cm$^{-1}$ (for 3 mol dm$^{-3}$), and the viscosity increased from 4 cP (for 1 mol dm$^{-3}$) to 22 cP (for 3 mol dm$^{-3}$), with NaFSI salt. It is noted that at the moderate concentration of 3 mol dm$^{-3}$, the conductivity and viscosity are still satisfactory for battery applications. The electrolyte can easily penetrate the separator and HC electrode (see Fig. S2). When the concentration increased to 4 mol dm$^{-3}$, the NaFSI salt can initially be dissolved. However, precipitation was observed after 12 h (see Fig. S3), probably due to a temperature variation. This indicates that the solubility of NaFSI in this solvent is near 4 mol dm$^{-3}$.

Raman spectroscopic analyses were conducted to gain insight into the coordination structures of the electrolytes. As shown in Fig. 4, various vibrational modes of FSI$^-$ are found in the range of 680–780 cm$^{-1}$, depending on the coordination states. The band at ~ 724 cm$^{-1}$ is assigned to free FSI$^-$ anions (i.e., in a solvent-separated state) without direct interaction with cations [40]. When a FSI$^-$ is coordinated with one or more Na$^+$ cations, forming a contact ion pair (CIP) or an aggregate (AGG), the band shifts to ~ 734 or ~ 742 cm$^{-1}$ [41,42]. The blank PC and PC:EC solvents show signals at ~ 716 and ~ 722 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. With increasing NaFSI concentration, the solvent and free FSI$^-$ signals decreased, whereas the CIP and AGG ratios gradually increased. Of note, although the exact cause is not yet clear, EC incorporation did shift the spectra towards a higher wavenumber. As shown in the figure, at 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ EC clearly promoted the formation of CIPs and AGGs. Further experimental and simulation works are needed to clarify the mechanism.

Fig. 5(a) reveals the effects of NaFSI concentration and EC addition on the initial charge–discharge behavior of the HC electrodes. At the concentration of 1 mol dm$^{-3}$, the electrolyte with EC rendered a higher potential plateau upon charging, which was related to the preferential decomposition of EC at the electrode [43]. With increasing the concentration, regardless of the salt types, the charging curves clearly shifted towards lower potential due to the reduced amount (and thus activity) of solvent. It was proposed that in the CIP and AGG states (rather than the free FSI$^-$ state), the FSI$^-$ anions can partially donate their electrons to Na$^+$ cations and thus have less negative charges. As a result, the FSI$^-$ anions become more susceptible to reduction [32,33,44]. The more detailed mechanism has been discussed on the basis of frontier orbital calculation, which indicates that the LUMO is located on the FSI$^-$ anions due to the downward shift of the FSI$^-$ orbital level in the CIP and AGG states [29,44]. This leads to formation of an anion-derived SEI film with great passivation ability. This argument is supported by Fig. S4, which reveals a clear oxidation of Na foil in the 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ electrolytes, whereas the same foil remained fresh after immersion in the 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ electrolytes for 5 days. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the first-cycle CE values recorded in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC, 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, and 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC at a rate of 0.03 A g$^{-1}$ were 62%, 64%, 75%, and 85%; they increased to 99.2%, 99.2%, 99.5%, and 99.8%, respectively, at the fifth cycles. Interestingly, the EC incorporation and high NaFSI concentration seem to have a synergistic effect in improving the SEI effectiveness, and the details of this will be discussed later. The huge first-cycle CE increase as compared to that (~ 59%) for commonly adopted electrolyte (1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaPF$_6$/PC:EC) will lead to a significant improvement in the full cell energy density.

The charge–discharge curves measured in the PC and PC:EC electrolytes with various NaFSI concentrations are shown in Fig. S5.
The capacities obtained at various rates are compared in Fig. 6(a) and Table S2. All the capacities measured in the 2 mol dm$^{-3}$ electrolytes were between those of the 1 and 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ electrolytes, so they are not presented in Fig. 6(a). The reversible capacities measured at 0.03 A g$^{-1}$ in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC, 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, and 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes were 210, 218, 237, and 253 mA h g$^{-1}$, respectively. At 1 A g$^{-1}$, 31%, 34%, 36%, and 45% of these capacities can be retained. Fig. 6(b) shows the EIS data of the HC electrodes in various electrolytes. The Nyquist spectra are composed of a semicircle at high frequency and a sloping line at low frequency, which can be characterized by the equivalent circuit shown in the figure inset, where $R_e$, $R_{ct}$, CPE and $W$ are the electrolyte resistance, interfacial charge transfer resistance, interfacial constant phase element, and Warburg impedance associated with Na$^+$ diffusion in the electrode, respectively [45]. The apparent Na$^+$ diffusion coefficients ($D_{Na^+}$) for the electrodes can be calculated from the oblique linear Warburg parts according to the literature [46]. As shown in Table 1, the electrolytes with a higher NaFSI concentration and EC addition have lower $R_{ct}$ and larger $D_{Na^+}$ values. This suggests that the Na$^+$ in 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte is relatively easy to be dissociated (from the coordinated solvents and anions) and transported through the SEI, explaining the superior charge–discharge performance found in Fig. 6(a).

It was found that the carbon black also contributed to the electrode capacity. For example, the measured capacities in 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte were 100 and 45 mA h g$^{-1}$, respectively, at 0.03 and 1 A g$^{-1}$ (see Fig. S6). Although the HC played the major role in the sodiation/desodiation reaction, the contribution of carbon black to the capacities should not be ignored.

XPS analyses were conducted to further explore the SEI chemistry at the electrode surface. It was already reported that the high salt concentration led to formation of an SEI enriched by the anion...
decomposition products [29,32]. Therefore, we focus on the EC effects here. Fig. 7(a)–(c) show the XPS C 1s, F 1s, and S 2p spectra obtained for the HC electrodes cycled in 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaFSI/PC and 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) M NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes. Both the F 1s spectra showed a strong signal (at ~ 684.5 eV) related to NaF, which is believed to be a major component of the SEI films. The high binding energy peak (~ 687 eV) is attributed to an F–C bond (from binder) or an F–S bond (from residual FSI).

For the C spectrum taken in 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaFSI/PC electrolyte, it is relatively enriched with C–O, O–C=O, and CO\(_3\). In contrast, the polyolefin ((CH\(_2\))\(_n\)) is the main species for the 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaFSI/PC:EC spectrum [47]. It is noted that the O–C=O and CO\(_3\) compounds were considered unfavorable for the ion transport and desolvation reaction of Na\(^+\) [48,49], likely contributing to the relatively low performance of the 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaFSI/PC cell. As for the sulfur spectra, there are three constituents coexisting: -SO\(_2\)- (168.0 and 169.2 eV), -SO\(_x\)- (165.9 and 167.1 eV), and sulfide (161.5 and 162.6 eV) [32]. The first species is related to the residual salt [32], whereas the latter two are associated with the reductive decomposition products of FSI\(^-\) anions [50,51]. It has been proposed by simulation study that the decomposition of FSI\(^-\) begins with the cleavage of the S–F bond, producing F\(^-\) and F(SO\(_2\))\(_2\)N\(^-\) radicals [51,52]. The latter would subsequently undergo N–S bond cleavage and eventually yields -SO\(_x\)- and sulfide. The spectrum for NaFSI/PC:EC exhibits much higher concentrations of -SO\(_x\)- and sulfide, indicating that the anion decomposition is promoted by the EC addition, given that the amounts of residual salt should be similar for both samples. This is in line with the Raman results which indicated that EC incorporation enhanced the formation of CIPs and AGGs, which should favor anion decomposition upon reduction [33]. Fig. 7(d) compares the surface chemical compositions of the two electrodes. Interestingly, the PC:EC electrolyte derived SEI showed a considerably higher C concentration, presumably due to the easier reduction of EC [43]. In contrast to the inorganic NaF-dominant SEI formed in the PC electrolyte, this unique organic–inorganic balanced film is thus a key for obtaining superior electrochemical performance.

![Fig. 4. Raman spectra of (a) PC and (b) PC:EC electrolytes with various concentrations of NaFSI.](image)

![Fig. 5. (a) Initial charge–discharge curves and (b) the CE values of initial five cycles of HC electrodes recorded in various NaFSI electrolytes at 0.03 A g\(^{-1}\).](image)
The cycling stability of the electrodes was evaluated with a charge–discharge rate of 0.1 A g⁻¹ for 500 cycles. The data in Fig. 8(a) shows that the HC electrodes retained 75%, 78%, 84%, and 95% of their initial capacities in 1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC, 1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC, 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC, and 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC, respectively. Fig. S7(a) shows the EIS data acquired after cycling. As compared to those in Fig. 6(b), the diameters of the semicircles increase (i.e., increase in \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \)) upon cycling. This can be attributed to the accumulation of surface obstacle SEI layers, leading to the capacity decay. Table 1 reveals that the degrees of the \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \) degradation depend on the electrolyte composition. Clearly, the stability improved with increasing the salt concentration and the incorporation of EC. With only slight changes in \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \), the HC electrode showed excellent cyclability in 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte, with a 0.01% capacity decay on average per charge–discharge cycle. The unique organic–inorganic composite SEI layer formed in this electrolyte is highly robust and enables a high CE of > 99.9% during cycling. Owing to the great passivation, irreversible side reactions were minimized, resulting in extraordinary electrode polarization during charging/discharging [62,63]. Using the proposed moderately-concentrated electrolyte can be a cost-effective method to optimize the overall performance of HC electrodes. We further tested the compatibility of this electrolyte (3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC) with a thick HC electrode (with a loading amount of 11.5 mg cm⁻²). As shown in the supplementary video, the electrolyte can easily and quickly wet the electrode. Moreover, satisfactory charge–discharge performance is shown in Fig. S8. Although the high-rate capability is inferior to that of super-concentrated electrolytes used in the literature (vs. super-concentrated electrolytes). The normal-concentration EC based electrolytes with a fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) additive was found to enable high electrode cyclability [60–62]; however, the FEC reduced the capacity and first-cycle CE and increased the electrode polarization during charging/discharging [62,63]. Using the proposed moderately-concentrated electrolyte can be a cost-effective method to optimize the overall performance of HC electrodes. We further tested the compatibility of this electrolyte (3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC) with a thick HC electrode (with a loading amount of 11.5 mg cm⁻²). As shown in the supplementary video, the electrolyte can easily and quickly wet the electrode. Moreover, satisfactory charge–discharge performance is shown in Fig. S8. Although the high-rate capability is inferior to that of the thin electrode (e.g., 83 vs. 114 mA h g⁻¹ at a rate of 1 A g⁻¹), the results indicate that the proposed electrolyte is really useful for the electrode with practical thickness.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>( R_{\text{ct}} ) (( \Omega ))</th>
<th>( D_{\text{Na}^+} ) (cm² s⁻¹)</th>
<th>( R_{\text{ct}} ) (( \Omega ))</th>
<th>( D_{\text{Na}^+} ) (cm² s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.1 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>1.2 × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2.0 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>8.1 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>3.5 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.2 × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4.1 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.3 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5.1 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. (a) Capacities of HC electrodes measured in various NaFSI electrolytes at various rates. (b) EIS data of the HC electrodes measured in various NaFSI electrolytes after conditioning cycles.

The cycling stability of the electrodes was evaluated with a charge–discharge rate of 0.1 A g⁻¹ for 500 cycles. The data in Fig. 8(a) shows that the HC electrodes retained 75%, 78%, 84%, and 95% of their initial capacities in 1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC, 1 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC, 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC, and 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC, respectively. Fig. 8(b) shows the EIS data acquired after cycling. As compared to those in Fig. 6(b), the diameters of the semicircles increase (i.e., increase in \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and the slopes of the Warburg lines decrease (i.e., decrease in \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \)) upon cycling. This can be attributed to the accumulation of surface obstacle SEI layers, leading to the capacity decay. Table 1 reveals that the degrees of the \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \) degradation depend on the electrolyte composition. Clearly, the stability improved with increasing the salt concentration and the incorporation of EC. With only slight changes in \( R_{\text{ct}} \) and \( D_{\text{Na}^+} \), the HC electrode showed excellent cyclability in 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte, with a 0.01% capacity decay on average per charge–discharge cycle. The unique organic–inorganic composite SEI layer formed in this electrolyte is highly robust and enables a high CE of > 99.9% during cycling. Owing to the great passivation, irreversible side reactions were minimized, resulting in extraordinary electrode durability. This conclusion is supported by the TEM bright-field image shown in Fig. 9. While the SEI formed in 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC electrolyte after cycling is discontinuous and much thicker (up to ~ 20 nm), the SEI formed in 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte is compact and well adhered, with a thickness of ~ 5 nm. Presumably, the former inorganic-rich SEI is relatively brittle, and thus is easily fractured upon electrode volume variation during sodiation/desodiation. The repeated breakdown and growth of the SEI made it become thicker and nonuniform, increasing the electrode impedance upon cycling. This is considered a crucial factor in determining the electrode charge–discharge performance. It is noted that in this study we did not use electrode post-treatment, functional binder, or electrolyte additives, which are known to be beneficial for electrode cyclic stability [53–56]. This indicates that our electrolyte design approach is highly effective, and also implies that the performance could be further improved by combining with the other strategies. Fig. S7 compares the flammability of the proposed 3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte and the conventional 1 mol dm⁻³ NaPF₆/PC:EC electrolyte. Glass fiber papers were used to absorb the electrolytes and then tested with an electric Bunsen burner under air. The former electrolyte burned much less violently due to the reduced concentration of solvent molecules, which are mainly coordinated with Na⁺ (i.e., the amount of free solvent is limited). The lower volatility and reactivity are highly desirable for improving the intrinsic safety properties of the electrolyte.

It is noted that our electrolyte concentration is considerably lower than that of super-concentrated electrolytes used in the literature (e.g., up to 10 M) [29,31,57,58]. A very recent paper [59] used 3.3 M NaFSI/trimethyl phosphate electrolyte, which is still more concentrated than our electrolyte (3 mol dm⁻³ = ~ 2.45 M for NaFSI/PC:EC). Our key finding is that the EC incorporation can promote formation of CIPs and AGGs in the electrolyte; therefore, the super-high salt concentration is not required. This concept (moderate concentration with EC) is for the first time proposed and is helpful to reduce the cost of the electrolyte (vs. super-concentrated electrolytes). The normal-concentration EC based electrolytes with a fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) additive was found to enable high electrolyte cyclability [60–62]; however, the FEC reduced the capacity and first-cycle CE and increased the electrode polarization during charging/discharging [62,63]. Using the proposed moderately-concentrated electrolyte can be a cost-effective method to optimize the overall performance of HC electrodes. We further tested the compatibility of this electrolyte (3 mol dm⁻³ NaFSI/PC:EC) with a thick HC electrode (with a loading amount of 11.5 mg cm⁻²). As shown in the supplementary video, the electrolyte can easily and quickly wet the electrode. Moreover, satisfactory charge–discharge performance is shown in Fig. S8. Although the high-rate capability is inferior to that of the thin electrode (e.g., 83 vs. 114 mA h g⁻¹ at a rate of 1 A g⁻¹), the results indicate that the proposed electrolyte is really useful for the electrode with practical thickness.

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ensm.2018.04.022.

4. Conclusions

Through systematic investigations, the synergistic effects of NaFSI concentration and EC addition in the PC electrolyte on the SEI
Fig. 7. XPS (a) C 1s, (b) F 1s, and (c) S 2p spectra for HC electrodes cycled in 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaFSI/PC and 3 mol dm\(^{-3}\) M NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes. (d) Surface chemical composition comparisons of the two electrodes.

Fig. 8. (a) Cyclic stability data of HC electrodes measured in various NaFSI electrolytes at 0.1 A g\(^{-1}\). (b) EIS data of the HC electrodes measured in various NaFSI electrolytes after 500 cycles.
chemistry and the corresponding charge–discharge performance of the HC electrodes are explored. The moderately-concentrated 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte with a satisfactory conductivity of 6.3 mS cm$^{-1}$ and viscosity of 23 cP can well penetrate the separator and HC electrode and show reduced flammability. The EC incorporation promoted the CIP and AGG components in the electrolyte, and led to formation of a robust organic–inorganic balanced SEI (mainly composed of (CH$_2$)$_n$ and NaF). This SEI not only enables easy charge transfer and fast Na$^+$ transport, but also shows great passivation ability and excellent durability. With this, the first-cycle CE of the HC electrode can be dramatically increased by > 25%, to 85%. Moreover, with a steady-state CE of > 99.9%, less than 5% capacity decay was measured after 500 charge–charge cycles, when TEM confirmed that the HC surface was covered by a thin (~ 5 nm) and well-adhering SEI layer. The proposed electrolyte design approach is facile and can effectively upgrade the NIB energy density (because the increase in both first-cycle CE and discharge capacity for the HC electrode), power density (because the kinetics of the rate-limited anode is improved), and cycle life.
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Table S1. First-cycle CE values, capacities (mAh g\(^{-1}\)), and rate capabilities of HC electrodes measured in various electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 mol dm(^{-3}) NaClO(_4) DEC:EC</th>
<th>1 mol dm(^{-3}) NaPF(_6) PC:EC</th>
<th>1 mol dm(^{-3}) NaFSI DEC:EC</th>
<th>1 mol dm(^{-3}) NaFSI PC</th>
<th>1 mol dm(^{-3}) NaFSI PC:EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First-cycle CE</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>59 %</td>
<td>61 %</td>
<td>62 %</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 A g(^{-1})</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05 A g(^{-1})</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 A g(^{-1})</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 A g(^{-1})</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 A/g(^{-1})</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 A g(^{-1})</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate capability</td>
<td>C(<em>{1A})/C(</em>{0.03A})</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>34.5%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2. First-cycle CE values, capacities (mAh g$^{-1}$), and rate capabilities of HC electrodes measured in various NaFSI electrolytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NaFSI/PC</th>
<th>NaFSI/PC:EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 mol dm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2 mol dm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-cycle CE</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03 A g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05 A g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 A g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 A g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 A/g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 A g$^{-1}$</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate capability C$_{0.03 A}$</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
<td>34.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S1. Initial five charge–discharge curves of HC electrodes measured in (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaPF$_6$/PC:EC, (b) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/DEC:EC, (c) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, and (d) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes.
**Figure S2.** Contact angle measurements of 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolyte with the (a) HC electrode and (b) separator.
Figure S3. Images of 3 and 4 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes.
**Figure S4.** Images of Na foil immersed in (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ and (b) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes after 5 days.
Figure S5. Charge–discharge curves of HC electrodes measured in (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$, (b) 2 mol dm$^{-3}$, (c) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC, and (d) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$, (e) 2 mol dm$^{-3}$, (f) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes with various rates.
Figure S6. Charge–discharge curves of carbon black electrodes measured in (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ and (b) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes with various rates.
Figure S7. Flammability tests (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaPF$_6$/PC:EC and (b) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes.
Figure S8. Charge–discharge curves of thick HC electrodes (with a loading amount of 11.5 mg cm$^{-2}$) measured in (a) 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ and (b) 3 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaFSI/PC:EC electrolytes with various rates.